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 About Stars Inferno™

GENERAL INFORMATION

Game Type 10-line, 5-reel video slot

Theme (Modern) Fruits

GAME FEATURES

 Jackpot FeatureDiamond Mystery™
The Star symbol is Wild on reel 2, 3 and 4
Star(s) expand and trigger a free Respin of the other reels

PAYOUT

Default maximum Win 1000 times bet per line

Hit Frequency (%) Approx. 13% at 10 lines played

Jackpot Four-level Diamond Mystery™ Jackpot Feature 

Volatility

Variations

Variations (%) 95%

Return (%) 95.48%

GAME DESIGN

Game Theme and Graphics

Aim for the stars with ™.Stars Inferno

Main Game

Stars Inferno™ is played on 5 reels and 10 win lines. Your aim is to land 5 identical 
symbols along a win line. In the regular game, winning combinations begin on the first ree
l on the left or right and run along a win line to the right or left. To win, the symbols must 
lie next to each other without any other symbols between them.



Free Respin

The 'Star' symbols may appear on reel 2, 3 and/or 4. A 'Star' appearing on any reel expa
nds to cover all positions on this reel and holds this reel for one Free Spin of the other 
reels. 'Star' substitutes for all symbols on all positions of the reel.

Jackpot Diamonds Feature

The Jackpot Diamonds Feature uses the four-level Diamond Mystery™ Jackpot Feature
. Each mystery level has specific gems.

The base win of each jackpot depends on your stake. The base win is 5.000 times your 
stake for the Diamond Jackpot, 1.250 times your stake for the Red Gem Jackpot, 200 
times your stake for the Blue Gem Jackpot, and 50 times your stake for the Green Gem 
Jackpot.

Green Gem - 1 level (lowest jackpot value)st 

Blue Gem - 2 levelnd 

Red Gem - 3 levelrd 

Diamond - 4 and highest levelth 

Once triggered, the player is taken to the Jackpot Cards game where he/she can pick 
one of 12 face-down cards. The player picks cards until 3 matching gem symbols have 
been revealed. The Jackpot  level corresponding to the revealed Diamond Mystery™
gem will be awarded.

Rules

'Star' substitutes for all symbols on all positions of the reel.
All prizes are for combinations left to right and right to left.
All prizes are on selected lines.
Highest prize only per pay direction.
5 of a kind prizes pay only once.
Line wins are multiplied by credits bet per line.

PAYTABLE

All prizes are shown in credits. All prizes are for one credit bet per line.

SYMBOL 5x 4x 3x LINE SCATTER SPECIAL FUNCTION

7 1000 500 100 x

BELL 500 200 50 x

MELON 200 50 20 x



GRAPES 200 50 20 x

PLUM 150 30 10 x

ORANGE 150 30 10 x

LEMON 100 20 10 x

CHERRY 100 20 10 x

STAR x Substitutes / Triggers a free Respin of the other reels
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